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HO HO HO! THE SANTA CLAUS CHRONICLES

By PAT COOK

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

# of lines

HOST .................................of The Santa Claus Chronicles 66
PRESS SECRETARY .............Santa’s long-suffering spokesperson 37

REPORTER ONE ...................at the press conference 8

REPORTER TWO ..................another 10

REPORTER THREE ...............another 14

REPORTER FOUR .................another 12

SANTA CLAUS .....................the big gift giver 31

EENY ..................................elf in charge of Dasher and Dancer 22

MEENY ...............................elf in charge of Prancer and Vixen 19

MINEY ................................elf in charge of Comet and Cupid 20

SOL ....................................elf in charge of Donner and Blitzen 32

SARGE ...............................hard-nosed elf drill sergeant 39

GLADYS SNOWING ..............all-knowing editor of The Snow News 8

BETTY ................................tired mother 15

MERV .................................confused father 10

MATILDA .............................British shopper 11

FLO ....................................Matilda’s friend and fellow shopper 11

MRS. CLAUS .......................Santa’s loving wife with a secret 19

CLEO ..................................elf who works the gift hotline 31

FIONA .................................Cleo’s friend, also works the hotline 30 

NOTE ABOUT THE PLAY PRODUCTION
This play may be done as written or other acts may be added between 
scenes, such as carolers, bands, etc. Extras—perhaps including 
those performing between scenes—may also be added as additional 
REPORTERS in Scene One and additional SHOPPERS in Scene Four. If 
a smaller cast is desired, many of the parts may be doubled.
See PRODUCTION NOTES for more details.
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SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Scene One:  The Press Conference.
Scene Two:  Who Takes Care of Santa’s Reindeer?
Scene Three:  Snow News is Good News.
Scene Four:  On the Street Interviews.
Scene Five:  North Pole Hotline.
Scene Six:  The Big Surprise.

SETTING
Time:  This year, just two days before Christmas.
Place:  The North Pole.

SET DESIGN
The play takes place on a bare stage other than a sign DOWN RIGHT 
that reads “The Santa Claus Chronicles.” Only minimal props are 
required for a few scenes:  four chairs and a podium in Scene One and 
two chairs and a table, on the front of which hangs a sign that reads, 
“North Pole Hotline,” in Scene Five.

Christmas décor may be used to decorate the stage. This could be a 
backdrop or props depicting the North Pole, an exterior winter scene, 
or stacks of presents and Christmas décor.
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HO HO HO! THE SANTA CLAUS CHRONICLES

Scene One
“The Press Conference”

Before the LIGHTS come UP we hear the sound of jingling sleigh bells. 
After a moment, LIGHTS UP DOWN RIGHT on HOST. There is a sign 
above that reads, “The Santa Claus Chronicles.”
HOST:  We all know what that sound of jingling sleigh bells means. 

It has brought joy and happiness to millions of children over 
the years. They know that wonderful ringing means Santa Claus 
is on his way. You remember it, don’t you? It’s Christmas Eve, 
and you’re supposed to be in bed… but you can’t even think of 
sleeping, knowing that ol’ St. Nicholas is due at any minute. Did 
you ever think about how he gets ready for that night visit? And 
just who helps him? Tonight on this special edition of The Santa 
Claus Chronicles, we’re live at the North Pole and going behind 
the scenes to meet some of the people… (Leans forward.) …and 
elves… (Leans back.) …who prepare everything for the “Night 
Before Christmas.” We all have lots of questions about Santa 
Claus and his operations, and tonight we’re going to get some 
answers. (LIGHTS UP LEFT on a podium with several chairs facing 
it. On the podium there is a laptop computer. [Alternate staging:  
the podium may be facing out with the REPORTERS seated in the 
AUDIENCE.] In the chairs sit four [or more] REPORTERS all talking 
quietly to themselves. They each have a notepad and pencil.) We’re 
in luck! What better way to begin than with live coverage of Santa’s 
press conference? (Leans forward again.) Let’s listen in. (LIGHTS 
OUT DOWN RIGHT as HOST EXITS RIGHT.)

SECRETARY:  (ENTERS LEFT carrying a laptop. REPORTERS all stop 
talking. Sets laptop on podium and opens it.) Good evening. I 
trust you all have been good little girls and boys this year. (Gentle 
laughing from the REPORTERS.) After all, the Chief knows who’s 
been naughty and who’s been nice. Now I’ll read a brief statement 
after which I’ll answer a few questions. (Clears throat and reads 
from the laptop.) “For many, many years now, Santa has received 
letters detailing lists of toys the children want. More and more, 
however, children are also asking questions which, as you may 
well imagine, Mr. C. just doesn’t have time to properly answer. It 
is in that spirit that the Chief thought this press conference might 
alleviate some of that backlog.” (Looks up.) So now I’ll take the 
first question. (ALL REPORTERS raise their hands and leap to their 
feet.) One at a time. (Points to REPORTER ONE.) Yes, you.
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REPORTER ONE:  (Remains standing while the others sit.) Yes, can you 
tell us whether Santa reads each and every letter he receives?

SECRETARY:  Yes. Next—
REPORTER ONE:  Hold it. Do you mean “yes” he does read every 

letter, or “yes” you can answer that question?
SECRETARY:  (Mutters under breath.) I knew this was going to happen. 

(To REPORTER ONE.) Yes to both those questions.
REPORTER ONE:  Thank you. (Sits.)
REPORTER TWO:  (Rises.) Well, if she got to ask two questions, does 

that mean we all can ask two questions?
SECRETARY:  Uh, sorry. Let’s just say I’ll try to be more specific with 

my answers from here on. And since you’re already up, do you 
have a question?

REPORTER THREE:  I thought she just asked one.
SECRETARY:  (Mutters again.) Oh, man, I knew this was going to be a 

long day! (Points to REPORTER TWO.) You!
REPORTER TWO:  You mentioned that Santa always knows who’s been 

naughty and nice. How does he come by this information?
SECRETARY:  You know back when you were a kid and you wrote him 

a letter?
REPORTER TWO:  Yes.
SECRETARY:  Well, what you didn’t know was that your parents also 

wrote him a letter, reporting on your behavior for the year.
REPORTER TWO:  What?!
SECRETARY:  They often even sent it in the same envelope.
REPORTER TWO:  I think I’ll call my mother. (Sits.)
SECRETARY:  Too late. Next?
REPORTER THREE:  (Rises.) Obviously Santa has a well-run 

organization—
SECRETARY:  He thinks of it as his extended family.
REPORTER THREE:  (Blandly.) Lovely. Now, can you tell us, is there 

anything which causes the old gentleman any kind of trouble?
SECRETARY:  (Nods.) Jet lag.
REPORTER THREE:  No, I mean here at the North Pole, is there 

anything here that holds up production?
SECRETARY:  Yes. Spam.
REPORTER THREE:  Oh, he gets a lot of junk email?
SECRETARY:  No, I mean the food, Spam. He eats it all the time!
REPORTER THREE:  I’m talking about gumming up the works. Is 

there—?
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SECRETARY:  (Rambling.) He has it for breakfast, lunch… he’d eat it 
all the time. As far as he’s concerned, it goes with anything!

REPORTER THREE:  What I was referring to—
SECRETARY:  Next! (REPORTER THREE grumbles and sits.)
REPORTER FOUR:  (Rises.) You say Santa reads every letter, but we 

all know of circumstances where a kid asks for a certain item and 
doesn’t receive it at Christmas.

SECRETARY:  I’m guessing you have a personal example you’d like to 
share with us?

REPORTER FOUR:  Well, yes. When I was a kid, about 25 years ago, 
I asked for something, but I didn’t get it. And I was good all that 
year.

SECRETARY:  Uh huh. (Types on his laptop.) Robertson, right?
REPORTER FOUR:  Yes, I’m Robertson. I asked Santa to bring me a 

pony.
SECRETARY:  Lived on 2017 Holly Road?
REPORTER FOUR:  (Cautiously.) Uh huh.
SECRETARY:  (Eyes on laptop.) Twenty-five years ago… (Looks at 

REPORTER FOUR.) Good all year, huh? Wasn’t that the year you 
painted the family cat?

REPORTER FOUR:  Uh, um… well, I withdraw the question.
REPORTER ONE:  (Rises.) You painted the cat?
REPORTER FOUR:  I didn’t paint him. I dyed him!
SECRETARY:  Blue?
REPORTER ONE:  Why did you want a blue cat?
REPORTER FOUR:  Hey, we’re supposed to be asking the press 

secretary the questions, right? (Sits quickly.)
REPORTER ONE:  And just what color would you have painted the 

pony? (Smiles smugly and sits.)
SECRETARY:  Next!
REPORTER TWO:  (Rises.) During Santa’s nighttime flight, what hazards 

does he have to avoid?
SECRETARY:  Well, he always has to fly higher over the southern 

United States.
REPORTER TWO:  Why’s that?
SECRETARY:  Those duck hunters—they’re up at all hours and will 

shoot at anything. Next? (REPORTER TWO sits.)
REPORTER THREE:  (Rises.) Santa is always giving to other people, 

making sure that they are happy. What does he do for relaxation? 
I mean, does he have any hobbies?
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SECRETARY:  Did I mention the Spam? The man loves the stuff!
REPORTER THREE:  Yes, you—
SECRETARY:  The stuff has a shelf-life of forever and goes on anything! 

Make a sandwich, put it on eggs—
REPORTER THREE:  Er, that’s really not what I’m asking. Let me 

rephrase the question.
REPORTER TWO:  (Rises.) So everybody does get two questions!
SECRETARY:  Sit down! (REPORTER TWO grumbles and sits. To 

REPORTER THREE.) Go ahead.
REPORTER THREE:  What does Santa Claus do for fun?
SECRETARY:  Well, I guess I can tell you this. (Leans forward.) Several 

years ago, just for fun, he used to go to some fortune teller or 
other. You know, have his future read, that kind of thing?

REPORTER THREE:  And what’d they say?
SECRETARY:  Same thing every time. “You’re going on a long trip.”
REPORTER THREE:  (Laughs.) Really?
SECRETARY:  I mean, come on, a large guy shows up in a red suit with 

a big white beard, what else are they going to say? (REPORTER 
THREE sits.) Next?

REPORTER ONE:  (Rises.) Yes, with all the modern conveniences these 
day, what with cars, trains and jets, why does Santa still travel by 
sleigh?

SECRETARY:  It’s paid for. Do you know how much a jet would cost?! 
(REPORTER ONE sits.) We have time for one more question.

REPORTER FOUR:  (Rises.) Why do the reindeer fly? (ALL stare at 
REPORTER FOUR.)

SECRETARY:  (After a slight pause.) Well, they tried tunneling, but it 
took too long. (The other REPORTERS jump to their feet.) And that’s 
all the time we have for questions.

REPORTER ONE:  (To REPORTER FOUR.) That’s it?
REPORTER TWO:  (Also to REPORTER FOUR.) That was our final 

question? Why do reindeer fly?
REPORTER FOUR:  I thought it was a good question!
SECRETARY:  Can you people work this all out later?
REPORTER THREE:  (To REPORTER FOUR.) You should have asked, 

“how do reindeer fly?” (Disgustedly.) Why do they fly?! (REPORTERS 
start squabbling.)

SECRETARY:  (Tries to get their attention.) Hey, people, can we show 
some decorum here, please?! People? Hello? (REPORTERS keep 
arguing.)
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SANTA:  (ENTERS LEFT, jolly as ever.) Ho ho ho! I see we have a very 
lively discussion going on here. (REPORTERS get quiet at this.)

SECRETARY:  Yes, we’re just wrapping up the press conference, Chief.
SANTA:  Fine, that’s fine.
REPORTER FOUR:  Wrapping up nothing. They were all on my back 

because I asked one simple question.
REPORTER TWO:  Simple, is right. From a simple mind!
REPORTER FOUR:  Hey, I got a right.
SANTA:  (Squints.) Robertson? Is that you, Robertson?
REPORTER FOUR:  (Meekly.) Yes, sir.
SANTA:  Say, whatever happened to that blue cat? (REPORTERS laugh 

at this. He turns to the SECRETARY.) Have you by any chance seen 
Mrs. Claus?

SECRETARY:  No, sir.
SANTA:  Oh, I’m sure she’s around here somewhere.
SECRETARY:  I’m sure she is. Can I leave, please?
SANTA:  Wait, didn’t you tell them about our little surprise? (To 

REPORTERS.) Now, if you’ll all adjourn to the next room with me, 
we have a very nice buffet set up… (Rubs his hands together in 
glee.) …with lots of Spam!

SECRETARY:  Good luck, Chief. (Looks at the REPORTERS.) I’d just as 
soon not watch them eat.

REPORTERS:  Heeeey! (LIGHTS FADE to BLACK.)
End of Scene One

Scene Two
“Who Takes Care of Santa’s Reindeer?”

LIGHTS UP DOWN RIGHT on HOST.
HOST:  Welcome back to The Santa Claus Chronicles, live from the 

North Pole. That press conference really didn’t end as well as 
we could have hoped, I suppose. However, while we’re on the 
subject of Santa’s reindeer, now would be a good time to see 
just who takes care of them. Santa and Mrs. Claus themselves 
handpicked this team of elves, and they take very good care of 
Santa’s reindeer. And, wow, believe it or not, we’re just in time to 
see one of their drills. And, of course, to have a proper drill, you 
need a drill sergeant. (LIGHTS OUT on HOST, who EXITS RIGHT. 
LIGHTS UP CENTER on EENY, MEENY, MINEY and SOL as they chat 
among themselves.)

EENY:  I say let’s all just agree with whatever he says.
MEENY:  That’s what I think. No need to get him angry at us this late.
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MINEY:  We’ll just watch what we say.
EENY:  Exactly. All of us. (The three turn and stare at SOL.)
SOL:  What? Why’re you all staring at me?
EENY:  For the same reason when somebody talks about what a bright 

day it is, we all look at the sun.
SOL:  (Smiles.) Oh, so you’re saying I’m bright?
MEENY:  (To OTHERS.) Why don’t we just wrap him up and drop him 

down a chimney?
SARGE:  (From OFF.) ’Tenshun! (ENTERS LEFT, carrying a clipboard. He 

is dressed as the other elves except he also has sergeant’s stripes 
on his sleeves. The ELVES line up.) Awright, awright, awright! Let’s 
straighten up that line. (Stares daggers at them as he slowly walks 
down the line, inspecting his “troops.” He stops at MEENY and gets 
in his face.) I want to see a point on those shoes, mister!

MEENY:  Yessir! I’ll get ’em in the pencil sharpener right away!
SARGE:  See that you do. (At far end of the line now. He reads off his 

clipboard. As he calls out their names they each step forward to 
answer, then step back in line.) Roll call. Eeny!

EENY:  Here.
SARGE:  Meeny!
MEENY:  Here.
SARGE:  Miney!
MINEY:  Here.
SARGE:  Sol!
SOL:  Yo.
SARGE:  (Lowers the clipboard.) Don’t say “yo”! (The OTHER ELVES roll 

their eyes.) How many times do I have to tell you?! Say “here.”
SOL:  Yes, sir, I’m here.
SARGE:  Right.
SOL:  Well, I mean I’m here now.
SARGE:  What?
SOL:  I mean, when I was here, I was really—(Steps forward again.)—I 

was really here. (Points behind himself.) Not there, when you told 
me to say here.

SARGE:  That’s just a word—
EENY:  Just answer the sergeant. You don’t have to be literal.
MEENY:  Whether you’re here or there, you say here.
SOL:  What if I’m there?
SARGE:  Never mind.
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SOL:  I can’t really say “here” if I’m not here but there.
MINEY:  But wherever you are is here. You can’t be there and here at 

the same time.
EENY:  Hear hear!
SOL:  You’re here twice?
EENY:  I said, “Hear hear.” That means I’m agreeing with you!
SOL:  So I was right?
SARGE:  Elves!
MEENY:  He didn’t say that!
SOL:  So it doesn’t matter?
MINEY:  Well, that depends if you’re here.
SARGE:  Knock it off!
MEENY:  (After a beat.) That’s neither here nor there. (The OTHER 

ELVES laugh. SARGE leans into him.) Yes, sir.
SARGE:  (Moves to SOL.) Look, I’ll make it easy for you. The next time 

you step forward, you say “here,” got it?
SOL:  Yes, sir.
SARGE:  Wonderful. (Paces in front of the line.) Now then, you four are 

in charge of our team of reindeer. It is up to you and you alone to 
see that our eight chargers are healthy, clean and ready for that 
big flight across the sky. And you all were specifically chosen for 
this job because of your expertise, your skills, your determination 
and— (Stops and looks at SOL, who’s grinning.) —having the boss 
owe you a favor. (SOL smiles.) Is that a smile, mister?!

SOL:  Can’t tell from this side, sir.
SARGE:  (Continues pacing.) Now, let’s run down the list and— (Finally 

catches on and spins around to glare at SOL.) From this side? 
(Shakes his head to clear it. He is now at SOL’S end of the line.) 
Count off your charges. (Again, each ELF steps forward to report, 
then immediately steps back.)

EENY:  Dasher, Dancer.
MEENY:  Prancer, Vixen.
MINEY:  Comet, Cupid.
SOL:  (Looks at the others, shrugs and then steps forward.) Here! (Steps 

back.)
SARGE:  (Explodes.) Donner and Blitzen! You are supposed to say 

Donner and Blitzen!
SOL:  Are they here, too?
SARGE:  (Calms himself.) Have you taken care of them, or is that too 

much to ask?
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SOL:  Naw, go ahead.
SARGE:  (Through clenched teeth.) Are they ready or not?
SOL:  Near as I can tell.
SARGE:  (Smiles ferociously.) I am so happy.
SOL:  (To the others.) See? He’s happy.
SARGE:  (Moving on.) Next matter of business—have any of you seen 

Mrs. Claus? She seems to be missing.
SOL:  You mean she’s not here? (OTHERS glare at him.) What? You said 

she was missing.
SARGE:  Just tell me, have you seen her?
EENY:  No, sir.
MEENY:  We’ve been at the stables.
MINEY:  Getting the reindeer ready takes all our time.
SARGE:  Very well, then. I’d like to address some of the suggestions 

from the suggestion box that Santa had us set up. (Eyes the elves.) 
If that’s all right with you?

ELVES:  (Ad lib agreement.) Sure. Fine with me. Great idea. (Etc.)
SARGE:  Good. (Eyes his clipboard.) Now, it seems we’ve had some 

very odd suggestions.
MINEY:  About us or about you?
SARGE:  (In MINEY’S face.) Some were about me, yes. And how did you 

just happen to know that?
MINEY:  Lucky guess, sir.
SARGE:  First off, in answer to the suggestion we got most often— 

(Stares at them.) —no, you cannot have Christmas Eve off.
ELVES:  Awwww!
SARGE:  Also, just out of curiosity, who came up with the idea to put 

back-up lights on the sleigh? (ELVES look at SOL.)
SOL:  (Takes a guess.) Donner and Blitzen?
SARGE:  Not now!
EENY:  Actually, it’s not a bad idea, sir.
MEENY:  Or maybe fix it so it beeps when it backs up.
MINEY:  Maybe we could put something like that on Santa himself. 

Then he could beep when he backs up. (EENY, MEENY and MINEY 
laugh.)

SARGE:  Quiet! (They stop. SARGE looks at his clipboard.) Next item. 
And this is something I’ve heard—

SOL:  Beep when he backs up! (Laughs.)

 
   

           
             

         
            

            
           

             
             

          
         

          
     

    
               

       
            
              

      
           

             
 

       
    
       

               
           

             
    

              
  
     
       
          
          
  
         
     

         
         
       

     
  

      
               
             

    
          
       

              
     

        
    

          
      

             
        

     
              

           
           

          
         

  
      

        
            

           
            

             
         
             

  
             

           
              

End of script sample.
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PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ON STAGE
Entire Play:  Sign that reads “The Santa Claus Chronicles.”
Scene One:  Four chairs, podium.
Scene Five:  Table, two chairs, two telephones, sign that reads “North 

Pole Hotline.”

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Scene One:

Laptop (SECRETARY)
Notepad, pencil (REPORTERS)

Scene Two:
Clipboard (SARGE)

Scene Three:
Newspaper* (HOST)

Scene Four:
Notepad, pen (HOST)
Shopping bags (BETTY)

Scene Five:
Headset (FIONA, CLEO)

Scene Six:
Long list (SANTA)
Wrapped presents (CAST)
Rolling cart, large red and white cake with candle (SOL)
Candle lighter (MRS. CLAUS)

*Newspaper is titled The Snow News and has an article inside that 
reads in large letters, “MERRY CHRISTMAS!”

SOUND EFFECTS
Sleigh bells, crash, phone beep, jet.

FLEXIBLE CASTING
For a larger cast, the role of HOST can be made into two roles, a 
HOST and a CO-HOST, with the lines redistributed as you wish. Adding 
in carolers, bands, etc. between scenes also increases the number 
of people involved as well as enhancing the fun and spirit of the 
production. Simply have HOST introduce them in between the scenes 
with lines such as:  “Just to show you it’s not all work and no play up 
here, let’s see how they have a little fun, too” or “Here’s something 
seasonal to enjoy, just to help us get in the Christmas mood,” etc. 
These performers can also be extra reporters in Scene One and extra 
shoppers in Scene Four.

For preview only
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For a smaller cast, all parts except HOST, SANTA and MRS. CLAUS 
can be doubled. At a minimum, an ensemble of five actors can play all 
the other roles, though it would require significant and fast costume 
changes. In this case, you would undoubtedly want to add musical 
numbers between scenes to give your actors time to change costumes.

COSTUMING
Costumes should be seasonal and colorful and are fairly standard, 
keeping in mind these few details:

SARGE wears an elf costume like the other elves but with the addition 
of sergeant stripes on both sleeves.

SHOPPERS and HOST in Scene Four should be bundled in winter coats, 
hats, gloves, etc.

MRS. CLAUS is wearing a large overcoat, old hat and sunglasses 
when she first appears in Scene Four. She wears a standard MRS. 
CLAUS costume in Scene Six.

NOTE:  PHOTOCOPYING THIS SCRIPT BREAKS FEDERAL COPYRIGHT LAWSFor preview only



We hope you’ve enjoyed    
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
Englewood, CO  80155-4267

We’re here to help!


